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 Veda is the repository of knowledge par excellence- both physical and 
spiritual. In them is encoded Indian culture heritage of philosophical thoughts, 
ethical values, religious beliefs which is rich of which people can be proud of 
and which is also the essence of Vedantic religion.  
 The aim of my research paper is that Vedic education may guide the 
present world, and if we follow and apply their rules there will be no mental, 
social ,problem in our life . We will live together as friend not enemy. There will 
be no tension only peace and prosperity.  
 Vedic Rishi-s tried to preserve and serve the nature or world, natural 
phenomena and the humanity at every second. They were aware that all 
descriptions of the universe lead to logical paradox. In the Vedic world view the 
processes in the sky, on earth and within the mind are taken to be connected. 
Vedas speaks of the connection between the internal and external world.  
 As we are marching ahead in 21st century the humanity still stands at a 
crossroad. The future course of humankind is condemned to face a choice. One 
roads to lead to friendship and the other to strife, war and destruction. Man is 
shrinking everyday in his small periphery. His outlook is becoming narrower 
gradually. To fulfill the unlimited demand of modern lifestyle he always finds 
himself under stress or competition. He loses all kinds of joys of life and finally 
goes under depression. To rise above that gloominess he often runs after 
excitements , which obviously fails to show him right path or way. As we are 
looking often that people are in under frustration, unsetisfection and 
committing suicide .one thing is famous in modern society “ Aah”. Even those 
who are not really depressed have a tendency to announce from rooftops that 
they are really depressed. Somehow it has become a fashionable word spoiling 
the good health of good human beings.  
 The real goal of life is not to grasp anyhow the earthly materialistic gains, 
but to enjoy the life with peace, health, happiness, goodness, joy and bliss. So if 
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we want to right kind of education, knowledge, and remove all our confusion 
then we should return inside of Vedas. Or we can say that right from the dawn 
of human civilization India has projected the lofty ideals of cosmic unity and 
universal brotherhood of the entire human kind. Putting forth the sublime 
vision of the whole world as one family “VasudhaivaKutumbakam “ or “ 
Sarvebhavantusukhinah “. It is basic mantra of peace and universal unity.  
 Infact peace is more important in human life .vedic Rishi prays for peace, 
peace help to human achieve perfection. With peace of mind, body, and soul , 
man has a sense of fulfillment. The Ved mantra motivates a man to harmonise 
himself with the atmosphere in general and achieve peace. Absence of harmony 
spells disharmony and that is a precursor of agony. Disharmony causes pain 
whereas harmony makes life free from pain. An individual should gel with the 
enviorment. A mantra from the Atharvaveda lays down some guidelines to 
attain peace of mind and eventually that of the soul – 
  45454 54 56789:6789:6789:6789:    ;7895;7895;7895;7895     <= >:<= >:<= >:<= >:8?58?58?58?5;78@5;78@5;78@5;78@5     69A:69A:69A:69A:    BC789 D5BC789 D5BC789 D5BC789 D58E ॄG:8E ॄG:8E ॄG:8E ॄG:@75@75@75@75    HI8J:HI8J:HI8J:HI8J:K789 ।K789 ।K789 ।K789 ।    
        ; MN> 5; MN> 5; MN> 5; MN> 5O HHP5O HHP5O HHP5O HHP5Q > RS5Q > RS5Q > RS5Q > RS5NI K MN> 5NI K MN> 5NI K MN> 5NI K MN> 5O J78TNUV 9A ॥O J78TNUV 9A ॥O J78TNUV 9A ॥O J78TNUV 9A ॥
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 There is meaning that the five indriyas and their sixth companion, Manah 
which are the root cause of restlessness and resultant lack of peace in our heart , 
can be purified and sublimated by exercising wisdom. Thus sublimated the six 
elements mentioned heretofore will give rise to peace and nothing but peace 
shall prevail.  
 The vedic dharma lays great emphasis of purification of body and mind 
leading to purification of soul. The concept of five Indriyas and their rightful use 
or the misuse leads to peace of mind or causes unrest in mind. It is the wisdom 
of individual that helps in guiding the Indriyas to remain on the right path. The 
five Indriyas are ---- eyes, ears, nose, tongus, skin. The indriya and the manah 
are combine together to decide whether to act or not to act.Moral of the mantera 
that donot allow the thought of our word depression to make a dent in your 
otherwise healthy personality, depression damages the psychology side of an 
individual’s personality and ata times it is irreparable. 

                                                           
 
1Athervaveda 19/9/5 
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 Let us all keep the very thought of depression at arm;s length and never 
allow it to cross the proverbial LakshmanRekha which protects a healthy mind 
in a healthy body through vedics precepts and practices. Let each man or 
woman draw his or her own dividing lines. On their inner side of the dividing 
line lie health, happiness and high morale leading to longevity. On the other 
side of depression, disease and death. In the Ved mantra and at the end of the 
yajna is for peace, health, and happiness, and be powerful, and hopeful and 
there will be no sorrow or grief or depression. – 
  H5H5H5H56756756756759` O abc:9` O abc:9` O abc:9` O abc: 8KA H6758KA H6758KA H6758KA H67597 DE:97 DE:97 DE:97 DE:;789 OA।;789 OA।;789 OA।;789 OA।    
        H5H5H5H567567567567596:96:96:96:U VU VU VU V    OS5OS5OS5OS5    69S569S569S569S5    ;d7:;d7:;d7:;d7:    OA5OA5OA5OA5    H VH5H VH5H VH5H VH5e7H8K॥e7H8K॥e7H8K॥e7H8K॥2 
And also – 
  H5H5H5H56756756756759S 6fA59S 6fA59S 6fA59S 6fA5    H86:H86:H86:H86:8KA8KA8KA8KA    H675H675H675H6759` H:9` H:9` H:9` H:6756756756759 I 69A:9 I 69A:9 I 69A:9 I 69A:    H5H5H5H5e 8g5e 8g5e 8g5e 8g5hhhh6M6 M6 M6 MB76 i।B76 i।B76 i।B76 i।    
        H5675H5675H5675H56759 I 6f:9I 6f:9I 6f:9I 6f:65656565 8j8j8j8j    6:6:6:6:f;>f;>f;>f;>    OA H675OA H675OA H675OA H6759 >9:9 >9:9 >9:9 >9:    OS e5OS e5OS e5OS e58OB7I:8OB7I:8OB7I:8OB7I:    Q VeS86॥QVeS86॥QVeS86॥QVeS86॥3 
 In the ved mantra the prayer is for 100 years life where the human being 
remains in command of all his mental and physical faculties till his last breath. 
The mantra is that – 
  <<<<ँ;>:ँ; >:ँ; >:ँ; >:6 J56 J56 J56 J5 NEA:NEA:NEA:NEA:    J5J5J5J5 K6 i Q`K6 i Q`K6 i Q`K6 i Q`O>:O >:O >:O >:6 J56 J56 J56 J5 NEA:NEA:NEA:NEA:    J5J5J5J5 K6 i ।K6 i ।K6 i ।K6 i ।    
        n Vo>:n Vo>:n Vo>:n Vo>:6 J56 J56 J56 J5 NEA:NEA:NEA:NEA:    J5J5J5J5 K6 i NSe>:K6 i NSe>:K6 i NSe>:K6 i NSe>:6 J56 J56 J56 J5 NEA:NEA:NEA:NEA:    J5J5J5J5 K6 i ।K6 i ।K6 i ।K6 i ।    
        <cB >:< cB >:< cB >:< cB >:6 J56 J56 J56 J5 NEA:NEA:NEA:NEA:    J5J5J5J5 K6 i jO>:K6 i jO>:K6 i jO>:K6 i jO>:6 J56 J56 J56 J5 NEA:NEA:NEA:NEA:    J5J5J5J5 K6 i ।K6 i ।K6 i ।K6 i ।    
        jc; >:6 J5 NEA: J5 K6 i jc;:jc; >:6 J5 NEA: J5 K6 i jc;:jc; >:6 J5 NEA: J5 K6 i jc;:jc; >:6 J5 NEA: J5 K6 i jc;:H` J5H` J5H` J5H` J5 NEA:NEA:NEA:NEA:    J5J5J5J5 K6 i ।K6 i ।K6 i ।K6 i ।4 
 The mantra means : May I have a logical perception for 100 years, may I 
leave for 100 years, may I hear for 100 years, may I consciously speak for 100 
years and above all my I remain independent in body, mind and spirit 
throughout my 100 years long life.May a life like this cross the 100 years barrier 
and keep going on and on. 
 One may wonder whether it is possible to put into practice what one prays 
for in this Ved mantra. Of course , it is. One has to make a conscious effort to 
achive the aim. Even in the present day world there are many men and women 
who have lived for more than 100 years and have a led a happy & healthy life.  

                                                           
 
2Rigveda 10/191/4 
3Rigveda 10/101/3 
4Atherveda 19/67/1-8 
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We have a global peace. Then here is a Question arise We have a global peace. Then here is a Question arise We have a global peace. Then here is a Question arise We have a global peace. Then here is a Question arise ––––    what is global peace ?what is global peace ?what is global peace ?what is global peace ?    
 Global peace may be defined as a state of wellbeing of the universe which 
can be experienced through a very good co-existence and mutual understanding 
among different nation of the world.  
 It is now time we examined afresh the main causes of problems like 
fighting, depression, destruction ,etc. Over a period of time it has acquired force 
of tradition to say aloud Aum Shanti ShantiShanti and the global vision of unity 
through a powerful message “ VasudhaivaKutmbakam “. Or the whole world is 
just llike a big family where all people are considered as the children of divine 
father parmatma in the form of one mother earth with out any discrimination 
and enemity between them on the basic of caste , religion, and language etc. To 
practice this spiritual way of peaceful life they have taught the ethics of unity 
among all human beings through fellow-felling and brotherhood so they say---  
  HI z:HI z:HI z:HI z:{|I5{|I5{|I5{|I5    HI OE|I5HI OE|I5HI OE|I5HI OE|I5     HI OS5HI OS5HI OS5HI OS5    697I:697I:697I:697I:8H Q79K76 i।8H Q79K76 i।8H Q79K76 i।8H Q79K76 i।    
        E >5O7 j75z I ;d75 <cO} : H~7E>5O7 j75z I ;d75 <cO} : H~7E>5O7 j75z I ;d75 <cO} : H~7E>5O7 j75z I ;d75 <cO} : H~797597597597597 �<7H:97 �<7H:97 �<7H:97 �<7H:K > ॥K> ॥K> ॥K> ॥5555    
The meaningThe meaning of the mantra is that The meaningThe meaning of the mantra is that The meaningThe meaning of the mantra is that The meaningThe meaning of the mantra is that ––––        
1  Oh mankind , all of you must go ahead in performing your daily duities 

mutually for the development of self and the society.  
2  Discuss mutually about any problem with an attitude of social wellbeing 

and conducive adjustment . 
 was the sun , moon and the others perform their duties sincerely and 
regularly without any break.  
 Here mutual understanding between all individuals with a sense of unity is 
the most important technique of preventing social problem and terrorism., 
because if the terrorist group and government leaders can understand mutually 
the problem and suffering of unprivileged people of the society then they can 
find out any effective solution which will prevent terrorism and will create a 
friendly atmosphere to lead a peaceful life. Mutual understanding is possible 
only when there will be unity between various groups of people in the society. 
But todays people are selfish, they cannot understand the value of unity , some 

                                                           
 
5Rigveda 10/191/2 
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people are under depression , some people are always needy then how can they 
understand the meaning of mutual understanding?  
 For awareness in this modern time or society it is must that we should have 
knowledge of Vedas because it is the source of peace.. Indian sages had tried to 
create a sense of security and peaceful life with health and happiness . In one 
Vedic mantra vedic rishi is praying--- “ Oh God let us not to be afraid. And – 
  JI 9S5JI 9S5JI 9S5JI 9S5    jzA5jzA5jzA5jzA5    J6 V:J6 V:J6 V:J6 V:    9A59A59A59A5    JIHS:JIHS:JIHS:JIHS:    �U V5�U V5�U V5�U V5    JI 9A5JI 9A5JI 9A5JI 9A5    < VNI< VNI< VNI< VNI8�A58�A58�A58�A5    J6 V:J6 V:J6 V:J6 V:    HT V5HT V5HT V5HT V5    N7;AN7;AN7;AN7;A।।।।    
        JI 9A:JI 9A:JI 9A:JI 9A:    H5H5H5H5��:��:��:��:    H V5H V5H V5H V5;6:;6:;6:;6:�5�5�5�5    JIHAJIHAJIHAJIHA    JI 9S:JI 9S:JI 9S:JI 9S:    �; �5�; �5�; �5�; �567 < V:67 < V:67 < V:67 < V:�Q75�Q75�Q75�Q75KS �:KS �:KS �:KS �:U V॥UV॥UV॥UV॥6 
 The sense of fearless can be developed through a sense of unity among the 
members of the society. As regards the guiding source of unity among the 
people of the world , concerned experienced scholars are the opinion that 
spiritual values of human being like love, kindness , fellow-felling, sacrifice etc 
can act as a binding force for peaceful co-existence of all individuals.. All these 
values are helpful to keep our mind and society sound.  
 The vision of friendship is more important to create peace and prosperity in 
the society. It has been considered as one of the effective power, which enables 
everybody to solve some social problem through mutual understanding. 
Moreover friendly attitude may also help in developing a sense of security in 
the mind of all members of the society. In the regard vedic rishi used to this 
mantras— 
  �K>5�K>5�K>5�K>5     ����    ¦    e: e: e: e: 67 86567 86567 86567 865ऽ�:ऽ�:ऽ�:ऽ�:    675675675675    g� V:g� V:g� V:g� V:B75B75B75B75    HO7 � :HO7 � :HO7 � :HO7 � :8@ jcK758@ jcK758@ jcK758@ jcK7589:89:89:89:    H6` :H6` :H6` :H6` :�T76 i ।�T76 i ।�T76 i ।�T76 i ।    
        865865865865ऽ�75ऽ�75ऽ�75ऽ�75eI g� V:eI g� V:eI g� V:eI g� V:B75B75B75B75    HO7 � :HO7 � :HO7 � :HO7 � :8@ jc58@ jc58@ jc58@ jc5K7895K7895K7895K7895    H6` :H6` :H6` :H6` :� > 865� > 865� > 865� > 865ऽ�5ऽ�5ऽ�5ऽ�5    g� V:g� V:g� V:g� V:B75B75B75B75    H6` :H6` :H6` :H6` :�76e> ॥�76e> ॥�76e> ॥�76e> ॥7    
 The vedic rishi says here that “ Let me see all living beings with a friendly 
vision. Let us see each other in the society with friendly eyes.”  With an aim of 
bringing everything in favour of the social growth ,vedic rishi suggest peaceful 
wave through their message as follow ----  
        JI 9S:JI 9S:JI 9S:JI 9S:    �5�5�5�5 8���8K:8���8K:8���8K:8���8K:N9`bS �U V JI 9S:N9`bS �U V JI 9S:N9`bS �U V JI 9S:N9`bS �U V JI 9S:    865865865865ऽ7O�:ऽ7O�:ऽ7O�:ऽ7O�: @7O5@7O5@7O5@7O58�9758�9758�9758�975    J6 i ।J6 i ।J6 i ।J6 i ।    
        JI 9A:JI 9A:JI 9A:JI 9A:    H V5H V5H V5H V5bP K7I:bP K7I:bP K7I:bP K7I:    H VbP 5H VbP 5H VbP 5H VbP 5 K789: HT V5 JI 9: 48B5NS �5 8j O7:K V5K789: HT V5 JI 9: 48B5NS �5 8j O7:K V5K789: HT V5 JI 9: 48B5NS �5 8j O7:K V5K789: HT V5 JI 9: 48B5NS �5 8j O7:K V5    O7KA:O7KA:O7KA:O7KA:    ॥॥॥॥8 

                                                           
 
6Athervaveda 19/10/02 
7Yajurveda 36/18 
8Rigveda 7/35/04 
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 In this mantra vedic rishi prays that Fire God to make the surroundings of 
the society peaceful. So here they say “Oh all protector God Let the leaders of 
our society be powerful and founders of peace just like the Fire which can 
march ahead with upward flame . Let all kinds of air be peaceful or free from 
pollution. For whole environment and world for peace the vedic rishi again 
pray on all occasions – 
 ““““<P5< P5< P5< P5 8d58d58d58d5O` J75O` J75O` J75O` J758T:8T:8T:8T:N 5N 5N 5N 5T8N:T8N:T8N:T8N:�I5�I5�I5� I5     J7J7J7J78T5��A8T5��A8T5��A8T5��A    J78T5J78T5J78T5J78T5N7<A5N7<A5N7<A5N7<A5    J78T5J78T5J78T5J78T5NSB:NSB:NSB:NSB:�;A5�;A5�;A5�;A5    J78T5J78T5J78T5J78T5O �95O �95O �95O �95�K:�K:�K:�K:;A5;A5;A5;A5    J78T5J78T5J78T5J78T58O �� >:8O �� >:8O �� >:8O �� >:    6> E>56 > E>56 > E>56 > E>5O7A O7A O7A O7A 
J78TA5J78TA5J78TA5J78TA5    HO} :HO} :HO} :HO} :    6 > E >56 > E >56 > E >56 > E >5O7A O7A O7A O7A J78TA J78TA J78TA J78TA J78TA5J78TA5J78TA5J78TA5    J78TA5J78TA5J78TA5J78TA5    J78T:J78T:J78T:J78T:8jA।8jA।8jA।8jA।    
    K78jA5K78jA5K78jA5K78jA5    J78T:J78T:J78T:J78T:8jA58jA58jA58jA5    HO �5HO �5HO �5HO �5     J78T:J78T:J78T:J78T:8jA58jA58jA58jA5    J6:J6:J6:J6:;76S5;76S5;76S5;76S5�eI ;8E5�eI ;8E5�eI ;8E5�eI ;8E5e बc 5e बc 5e बc 5e बc 5 NI ;8E5NI ;8E5NI ;8E5NI ;8E5e <75e <75e <75e <75< I K{75<I K{75<I K{75<I K{75TI K8{5TI K8{5TI K8{5TI K8{5OIOIOIOI    HO � :HO � :HO � :HO � :6 >56 >56 >56 >5O J6:O J6:O J6:O J6:U V 9A॥UV 9A॥UV 9A॥UV 9A॥9 
 The meaning of this mantra is that The celestial bodies in the firmament exit 
in harmony, harmony permeates space , earth waters herbs and foliage, bounties 
of nature, divine knowledge , one and all around : harmony and harmony: O 
god may that harmony be a part of our life. Indeed this ved mantra is divine and 
made for humans . The peaceniks and environmentalists will find here whatever 
they wish for. Mind is the man. It is the mind that man finds both shanti and 
Ashanti ,leading to heaven or hell. The ved mantra beckons and leads the way. 
If man follow the vedic path he will get perfect peace and that will be global 
peace.  
  JI 9:JI 9:JI 9:JI 9:    <5<5<5<5Q ��S:Q ��S:Q ��S:Q ��S:    jOK V 5ूjOK V 5ूjOK V 5ूjOK V 5ूQ7�A5Q7�A5Q7�A5Q7�A5    JI 9A5JI 9A5JI 9A5JI 9A5    � >ऽ:� >ऽ:� >ऽ:� >ऽ:�5�5�5�5    <8K:<8K:<8K:<8K:NU V JI5NU V JI5NU V JI5NU V JI5 j VA।j VA।j VA।j VA।10 
Athervaveda also says that – 
  JI 9S5JI 9S5JI 9S5JI 9S5    �7O7:�7O7:�7O7:�7O7:< P8d5< P8d5< P8d5< P8d5O` <c5O` <c5O` <c5O` <c5O ��:O ��:O ��:O ��:K�5K�5K�5K�5    J65J65J65J65T8N:T8N:T8N:T8N:�I �5�I �5�I �5�I �5J;>:J; >:J; >:J; >:    9S �U V।9S �U V।9S �U V।9S �U V।    
        JI 95JI 95JI 95JI 95    �B:�B:�B:�B:�`O�5�`O�5�`O�5�`O�5 899S:899S:899S:899S:    jOT V5jOT V5jOT V5jOT V5    JI 9S5JI 9S5JI 9S5JI 9S5    NQ:NQ:NQ:NQ:H5H5H5H5�78K:�78K:�78K:�78K:NU V 8Q5NU V 8Q5NU V 8Q5NU V 8Q5� VA ॥� VA ॥� VA ॥� VA ॥11 
    Moreover the vision of unity and friendship cherished among all members Moreover the vision of unity and friendship cherished among all members Moreover the vision of unity and friendship cherished among all members Moreover the vision of unity and friendship cherished among all members 
can be developed by practicing a vedic mantra which says that Allcan be developed by practicing a vedic mantra which says that Allcan be developed by practicing a vedic mantra which says that Allcan be developed by practicing a vedic mantra which says that All----prevending prevending prevending prevending 
God exists in the heart of all human beings and all other living beings God exists in the heart of all human beings and all other living beings God exists in the heart of all human beings and all other living beings God exists in the heart of all human beings and all other living beings ------------        
        H5H5H5H5e�:e�:e�:e�:J`B7 �5J`B7 �5J`B7 �5J`B7 �5    < V�BA< V�BA< V�BA< V�BA    He�75He�75He�75He�75�A H5�A H5�A H5�A H5e�:e�:e�:e�:<7K i ।<7K i ।<7K i ।<7K i ।    
        H jc86I:H jc86I:H jc86I:H jc86I:    8O58O58O58O5�KS:�KS:�KS:�KS:    OP5OP5OP5OP5�7�:�7�:�7�:�7�:8KCEJ7� z V58KCEJ7� z V58KCEJ7� z V58KCEJ7� z V5�6 i ॥�6 i ॥�6 i ॥�6 i ॥12 

                                                           
 
9Athervaveda 19/9/14 
10Rigveda 7/35/10 
11Athervaveda  19/10/5 
12Rigveda 10/90/1 
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 When every individual can realize the presence of the same God in the 
hearts of all members of the society or concerned organization where they are 
the members , then everybody can be encouraged to serve each other , 
sympathy , kindness and moral value is formost for human life, they have 
feeling of brotherhood which opens the door of global peace and tranquility. 
This universal peace can act as a divine medicine to repel the darkness of 
negative forces like discrimination, depression, enemity, jealously and terrorism 
etc. The Vedic mantra ‘s melody will make your mood melodious. The shanti –
path has the Vedic charm to bring you back from Hara-kiri path and put you on 
the path to prosperity of body , mind, and spirit . 
 The purpose of this research paper is that we sholud go back to knowledge 
of Vedas. Unfortunately we have forgotten the vedic view of life. The need of 
12st century is to stop to made game of antagonizing and destroying nature and 
to befriend it once again. Lets us all share its resources and boon uniformly , 
justly and equally. This is truuw way of peace , progress, and prosperity. Peace 
and prosperity can not be brought by raising slogans , we must have knowledge 
of Vedas ,or we should know the real meaning of Vedas., then it will possible to 
change the heart of people with a sound philosophy and a sound education. 
Peace can be built only on the solid foundation of a vision of brotherhood, good 
will, mutual understanding and cooperation and it can found in Vedas. 
 Dr. James Kejins wrote about this ---“ On that vedic ideal alone , with its 
inclusiveness which absorbs and annihilates the causes of antagonisms , its 
sympathy which wins hatred away from itself, is it possible to rear a new earth 
in the image and likeness of the Eternal beawens 
So it is clear that vedic hymns confirm in the impression that the Aryan moral 
code, as mirrored in the Rigveda , bore on the whole , a singularly puae and 
elevated character.  
 I end this paper with Upanishad’s sentences ---“ Uttitstha jagrat prapya 
varannibodhata.” 
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